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FOREWORD

This economic strategy represents a new chapter for Hart. Over the last
decade the District’s relative prosperity has continued to rise and Hart has
performed very well. It has some of the highest economic activity rates
and qualification levels in the UK.
The District has not invested heavily in regeneration or economic development to date. That
said, the economy is one of the Council’s three priorities alongside the environment and
communities. Furthermore, the baseline analysis in this report shows that although the
District’s performance is strong, it has been flatlining in a number of areas including economic
activity and employment. This suggests that the District cannot afford to be relaxed about the
performance of the local economy if it wishes to maintain its impressive economic position.
Like the current Government Hart is focusing efforts on improving the District’s productivity.
There is also considerable untapped potential within the District’s many vibrant micro and rural
businesses and high technology companies. Hart has several global head offices and regional
HQ functions, with noticeable concentrations of employment in digital technology and
professional service sectors that are strategically important at the Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) level.
As joint chief executive and as portfolio holder for economic development we work closely
together, and we both recognise that Hart now requires a definitive statement of its economic
priorities. Following the LEP’s EU funding and growth fund allocations, there is a very real
prospect of investment in a much wider economic agenda. The new Government has also
signalled a renewed commitment to localism including business rate retention.
The Council will build on and develop the Hart for Business approach helping companies start
up, grow or move into the District. Our new and more ambitious agenda will ensure that
despite its relatively small size, Hart will remain a highly competitive and dynamic economy at
the UK level. The District will now be able to play a much more active and influential role in
enabling local growth.
All these factors demonstrate why the Council believes it makes sense to be more explicit
about its economic priorities. This will be balanced against what is practically achievable within
a small District and the Council will work proactively with partners to realise its economic goals.

Daryl Phillips

Councillor Ken Crookes

Joint Chief Executive

Portfolio Holder for Economic Development

Hart District Council

Hart District Council
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Council’s strategic economic ambition
Hart is rated as an exceptional place to live and work. The District’s officers and members are
keen to ensure it stays that way and have decided to take a proactive stance in relation to
economic development and the Council’s relationship with local businesses. This will ensure
that Hart does not ‘coast’ but instead actively exploits new economic opportunities for
businesses, residents and visitors. The Council sets out its ambitions for economic
development very clearly within this strategy. It was informed by a detailed economic
assessment of the District’s performance and potential and surveys of business requirements
across the District and in rural areas.
Who this Economic Strategy is for and why the timing is important
The strategy is for officers, politicians, businesses and the District’s partners. Delivery of three
strategic objectives around business, competitiveness and location, (see later) will ensure that
the District can play an enabling role within the local economy and actively collaborate with
partners in the Blackwater Valley, neighbouring conurbations and within the Enterprise M3
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) area. Given that local government has new flexibilities in
economic development and that the activities of Enterprise M3 are gathering momentum, this
strategy comes at a very important time for the Council (See Chapter Two).
Hart’s economic trends, performance and trajectory
Chapter Three takes a detailed look at the local economy, its performance and prospects. It
focuses on exactly what makes the District such a competitive local economy and dynamic
location for business. The District has:


Transport connections which allow local businesses to operate successfully in
local, national and international markets.



A very high GVA per head (over £52,000) partly as a consequence of a highly qualified
workforce; 48% of the population has an NVQ level four equivalent qualification or
above.



A dynamic small business base.



Some very strongly performing niches in digital technologies.



Businesses that are generally optimistic about their future prospects (although some
rural businesses face growth challenges).

The analysis highlights that in some areas, such as economic activity, Hart’s performance
compared with its peers has been dipping slightly. Furthermore demographic trends will result
in a squeeze in the size of the labour market, forcing employers to recruit more from outside
the district. So a complacent approach on economic matters is not an option. The following
infographic illustrates some headline economic statistics and highlights from recent local
business surveys.
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Exploiting Hart’s economic competitiveness
As part of the strategy a detailed SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats)
analysis is undertaken in Chapter Four. The SWOT was informed by the baseline evidence and
observations from consultees and businesses.
Clearly the District is well known for its exceptional quality of life and some businesses confirm
that they located here for that reason. Doing business is made easier by excellent air, road and
rail connections and there are some very attractive village high streets. The District performs
well on key measures of enterprise, and local businesses report strong local business networks.
The District’s growth sectors fit well with Enterprise M3’s priorities. Since Hart has very low
levels of deprivation and a highly skilled and qualified workforce, it offers a genuinely attractive
business location.
Despite its impressive performance in UK terms the District has witnessed a dip in employment
and economic activity, while the level of self-employment has the potential to be higher. The
Council recognises that it needs to be more aware of local business growth aspirations and to
better exploit available business support measures. Without action to make appropriate sites
and premises available, there is a danger the gulf between the two tiers of the office market
will widen, retail expenditure will continue to leak out of the District and there will not be
enough available land to meet the requirements of priority sectors.
By stemming the heavy reliance on car based commuters from outside the area, the District
would be able to offer more local opportunities for young people – offsetting the impact of
its ageing population. Without a significant further or higher education presence the District
needs to make proactive links with training providers in neighbouring boroughs. There is a
danger that the rural economy will not be able to keep growing without investment in
superfast broadband, and/or advice on how to exploit new markets.
As a small District the Council will pick its opportunities carefully. There is scope to enhance
Hart’s sites and premises offer and continue to invest in the growth of new and existing
businesses, building on the rising confidence identified in recent business surveys. Working
more proactively with strategic employers and helping local firms exploit Hart’s proximity to
global markets are key opportunities for the District. The Council and its partners could also
promote its ‘destinations’ more actively through events and activities.
New economic priorities for the District
In light of the evidence three principal economic objectives were designed and consulted on.
These, it is anticipated, will maintain the District’s competitive and entrepreneurial
performance. The strategy focuses very much on the requirements of businesses. Hart will
undertake the following activities in three principal areas:
(1) A dynamic business base


Promote strategic engagement with digital technology companies.



Develop a business growth programme aimed mainly at SMEs and micro
businesses, building on the Hart for Business approach.
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Exploit economic potential within the rural economy.



Work closely with the emerging business Growth Hub to maximise support for
local firms.

(2) Competitive advantage
 Take measures to ensure the retention of highly skilled and well qualified
workers.


Encourage local work and volunteer opportunities.



Work collaboratively on an employment transitions programme for former
military personnel and families.

(3) A desirable business location


Create the right space for growth (sites and premises).



Ensure the District remains well-connected digitally and in terms of local and
national transport links.



Endorse measures to reinforce village and town centres as creative and vibrant
places.

Each aim and action is summarised in Chapter Five with further details on each of the proposed
actions in Action Plan (separate document).
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE STRATEGY
INTRODUCTION

Hart is a small1 but very strongly performing economy in the northeast
corner of Hampshire. It borders Berkshire to the north and Surrey to the
south-east. Two of the largest settlements, Fleet and Yateley, lie towards
the eastern end of the District. The rest of the District is largely rural with
16 parishes and a number of lively smaller rural settlements.
The area has very good communication links with London, Heathrow and Gatwick Airports and
the rest of southern England and is close to the Farnborough-Aldershot conurbation. The M3
motorway and main London to Southampton railway both pass through the District. The M4
motorway is some 12 miles to the north of Fleet, and the M25 is some 15 miles to the east.
The highly attractive rural character of the District and excellent communication links are key
factors that help to make it an attractive area for commercial development.
Hart is situated in the Blackwater Valley (bordering the counties of Berkshire, Hampshire and
Surrey) and within an area of North Hampshire where there is considerable economic activity
in and around the towns of Basingstoke and Farnborough. Basingstoke offers a thriving
commercial sector and Farnborough is just 37 minutes from central London by train and has
the UK's only dedicated business airport2. Hart, Basingstoke and Farnborough all have
excellent motorway connections and good links to the capital.
This strategy has been designed very much with this context in mind. It sets out key actions to
help businesses to keep growing and ensure people continue to rate the District as an
exceptional place in the UK to live and work.
AIMS
The aims of the economic development strategy are to:


Articulate a clear economic narrative for the District based on a review of economic
performance and business and stakeholder priorities, with their support and continued
endorsement.



Set the strategic direction for economic development, with a focus on business and
economic growth.



Make clear links with internal and external strategies including those of Enterprise M3,
Hampshire County Council and Hart District Council’s neighbours in the Blackwater
Valley and Basingstoke.

1
2

The District covers an area of 53,146 acres (83 square miles)
Source: Rushmoor Borough Council (2015), Key Facts about Farnborough Airport
1
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Set out a clear and definitive action plan for growth which sets out key priorities and
defines how economic development projects will be delivered.

STRUCTURE
The strategy development process involved several building blocks. First, an assessment of
current context for economic development was undertaken (Chapter Two). This is followed by
a detailed assessment of the performance and prospects of the District to date (Chapter Three
and Technical Annex) and a SWOT analysis (Chapter Four). This sets out an economic narrative
for the District. The analysis was informed by evidence from a series of stakeholder interviews.
A list of consultees appears in Annex One. Three principal strategic economic objectives are
presented in Chapter Five. Broadly speaking, these cover dynamic businesses, a competitive
local economy and a desirable business location – key ingredients for a successful local
economy. These building blocks were discussed, refined and agreed by councillors, officers
and consultees. An action plan with a template for each recommendation appears in the
companying Action Plan.

2
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CHAPTER TWO: STRATEGIC CONTEXT

This chapter shows that the timing for Hart’s economic development
strategy is right given the increasing emphasis on localism and business
growth through EU and other funds, and that it complements and
reinforces the activities of the county and Enterprise M3.
LOCAL POLICY CONTEXT
Hart District Council is preparing a new Local Plan Strategy and Sites document (see website
for preparation dates). The plan will be informed by this economic strategy and several other
key documents. For example:






An updated five year land supply statement.
A strategic housing market assessment for the Hart/Rushmoor/Surrey Heath area.
Retail, leisure and town centres study (February 2015, in part with Rushmoor).
An employment land review with Surrey Heath and Rushmoor, outlining the current
state and mix of provision and identifying key opportunities for future development.
Four District environmental goals for 2015-17, including protecting and enhancing the
environment, reducing waste and energy consumption, and keeping Hart a clean and
attractive place to live and work.

This is not an exhaustive list. A range of other evidence on flooding, viability, and open space
will be available on the website once produced. It should be noted that Hart is part of a
functional economic area with Rushmoor and Surrey Heath. This is a key part of the Local Plan
Duty to co-operate evidence.
THE COUNTY COUNCIL
One of the four key themes of Hampshire County Council’s corporate strategic plan to 20173
is the economy and promoting economic prosperity. Its priorities are to (a) develop the
infrastructure and services required for economic, transport and housing growth, and promote
a globally competitive environment for investment; (b) provide opportunities for all to develop
the skills needed to play a full part in Hampshire’s economic success; and (c) conserve and use
natural resources more efficiently. It will:




Support new and existing businesses to grow, including continuing to support local
businesses through procurement processes.
Promote opportunities for tourism, encouraging investment in arts and Hampshire’s
cultural heritage to attract visitors.
Ensure at least 90% of all premises, including businesses and households, have access
to superfast broadband by 2015, increasing to at least 95% by 2017.

Hampshire County Council (2013) Shaping Hampshire: Strategic Plan 2013-2017,
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/corporatestrategy
3
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Provide the necessary infrastructure for new developments in the county, particularly
new road schemes and over 8,000 additional primary school places.
Work with its partners to improve the affordability and availability of housing.
Support young people to achieve the skills they need as the ‘participation age’ rises in
the coming years. This will include creating employment opportunities with county
apprenticeship/internship schemes, and working with local universities and colleges.
Continue to minimise the proportion of household waste sent to landfill.
Reduce the County Council’s energy consumption and carbon footprint.
Ensure infrastructure is in place to prevent, and improve resilience to, flooding.

Several aspects of the County’s activities are relevant to Hart, particularly in the areas of
transport investment (via the Local Transport Board) and strategic infrastructure, training and
skills (such as apprenticeship schemes and schools), inward investment and broadband.
THE WIDER POLICY ENVIRONMENT FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
“The drivers of productivity are well understood: a dynamic, open enterprising economy
supported by long-term public and private investment in infrastructure, skills and science”4.
The Government’s ‘Fixing the Foundations’ document puts forward a plan to accelerate the
UK’s productivity growth centred around two key pillars:



Encouraging long-term investment in economic capital, including infrastructure, skills,
economic capital and ideas and knowledge.
Promoting a dynamic economy that encourages innovation and helps resources flow
to their most productive use.

The document claims that whilst we have been successful at growing employment,
productivity remains “the challenge of our time” to drive the next phase of economic growth
and raise living standards.
In many ways Hart’s economic development strategy mirrors key parts of parts of the
Government’s plan. For instance the Government’s proposals to develop a highly skilled
workforce with employers in the driving seat are reflected in our economic priority to maintain
our competitive advantage (see later). Its ambition for a modern transport system and worldclass digital infrastructure resonates with Hart’s desire to remain a highly desirable business
location. The Government is also championing enterprise as part of the plan and offering
more people the chance to work and progress. Hart is responding locally by promoting a
dynamic business base and a series of measures to enhance the employability prospects of its
residents (See Chapter Five).
“We will devolve powers and budgets to boost local growth in England” Conservative Party
Manifesto 2015
The past five years have witnessed a considerable shift in economic conditions with a tighter
financial climate and a growing emphasis on localism. The Conservative Party Manifesto has

4

Fixing the foundations: Creating a more prosperous nation HMT, July 2015
4
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renewed a commitment to promote localism “by allowing councils to keep a higher proportion
of the business rates revenue that is generated in their area”. LEPs are now encouraging partners
to respond to calls for proposals matched with their notional allocation of EU funds. This brings
the imminent prospect of support for businesses and skills locally and additional resources to
enhance key national programmes.
Some national government funding allocations are also being channelled through LEPs.
Enterprise M3 recently agreed a growth deal securing £118m from the Government’s Local
Growth Fund. It includes proposals for “step-up towns” in the LEP’s strategic economic plan
and a proposed Sci:Tech corridor to channel investment into priority industries. Funding for a
Growth Hub has also been secured as part of the LEP’s Local Growth Deal. Enterprise M3 has
awarded the contract to manage and run their Growth Hub to a partnership led by the BE
Group5. All businesses will be offered business and skills support through a portal and localised
telephone advice via the national business support helpline. This will direct businesses to
appropriate expertise from the public, private and not-for-profit sectors. Expert support will
be offered to businesses demonstrating high innovation and growth potential.
All of Hart, excluding Fleet and Yateley, is covered by the £1.9m Loddon and Test LEADER
programme6 (2014-2020) supporting rural economic growth. It will co-fund enhancements to
agricultural productivity, rural enterprise and diversification, rural tourism and culture.
The next section looks at Hart’s economic performance and prospects.

The partnership comprises BE Group as lead partner alongside Aerian (portal developer), Business
South, SETsquared (the enterprise collaboration of Bath, Bristol, Exeter, Southampton and Surrey
universities who support high technology / innovative companies) and Hampshire & Surrey Counties.
6
http://www.ruralfunding.co.uk/
5
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CHAPTER THREE: HART ECONOMIC PROFILE
A COMPETITIVE LOCAL ECONOMY AND LABOUR MARKET
LOCAL ECONOMY AND PRODUCTIVITY
Figure 1 highlights five key features of the Hart economy.
Figure 1: Hart economy

GVA
c.£2.3bn

Population
93,300

40,000
Workplace
Jobs

£52,600
GVA Per
Head

4,505
Registered
Businesses

Source: Office for National Statistics (ONS)

GVA per worker in Hart is estimated7 at £52,600, compared with £45,300 for the Hampshire
Economic Area (HEA) and £51,500 for the Enterprise M3 area. Between 2014 and 2030, GVA in
the HEA is expected to grow by 2-3% per year following a dip during the recession.
A STEADILY GROWING, AGEING POPULATION
Hart has a population of 93,300 residents (2014). This figure has been rising steadily for
the past twenty years and will hit 99,100 by 2021 (an increase of 5,800, or 6.2%), based on
attaining the levels of housing and employment growth identified in the Strategic Housing
Market Assessment (SHMA) and Hart Local Plan. While the number of younger and working
age residents has remained stable over this period, and is projected to stay level, the total
dependency ratio (TDR)8 is forecast to reach 68.9 ‘dependents’ per 100 people of working age
by 2021 (up from 63.1 in 2014). As identified in Figure 2, the growth in the number of older
residents is expected to account for almost all of Hart’s population growth between
2014 and 2021. The projections for the younger and working age are more likely to be
affected by migration inflows/outflows; this growth is fully accounted for in the Hart SHMA.
Hart is home to 36,750 households, mostly in urban areas (71%) with 29% in rural areas,
although the whole of Hart District is counted as ‘significantly rural’ by Defra. While the
District has a strong rural identity, six in ten residents live in either Fleet or Yateley9. The
majority (95%) of residents are white. 2,710 military personnel are stationed in Hart.

Hampshire County Council, Research & Intelligence Group (May 2013) Analysis of economic growth
measured by gross value added
8
TDR = ratio of working age (aged 16-64) ‘productive’ population to non-working-age ‘dependent’
population (aged ≤15 and ≥65)
9
Fleet has approximately 39,000 residents, followed by the smaller settlements of Yateley (15,400),
Frogmore/Blackwater (9,700), Hook (9,600), Hartley Wintney (4,400) and Odiham (2,900).
7
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Figure 2: Hart Population by Age, 1995-2021

Aged 0 - 15

Aged 16 - 64

Aged 65+

Source: Mid-Year Population Estimates, ONS; Hampshire County
Council Small Area Population Forecasts (SAPF)

Implication: Steady employment growth combined with an ageing population could lead to
labour market shortages or further in-commuting unless more young workers are retained.
LEVELLING EMPLOYMENT, ECONOMIC ACTIVITY AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT
Hart has 48,800 residents in employment, equivalent to 81% of the working age (16-64)
population. This is a higher rate of employment than local and national averages but less than
in 2005 and 2009, when it was significantly higher than elsewhere. Economic activity rates paint
a similar picture. They have fallen more in line with regional and local averages since 2010,
with 50,000 economically active residents, 83% of the working age population. The economic
impacts of the downturn between 2010 and 2013 were evenly spread across the working age
groups, except for the 16 to 19 age cohort which had a much reduced economic activity
rate (this may be due to the fact that so many local young people are staying on in education
or learning from 81% (2006-2007) to 88% between 2009-2011). The opposite is true for the 65
plus age group. The increasing number of senior residents appears to influence the District’s
economic activity rate.
Approximately 8% (4,500) of the District’s employed residents are self-employed (2014/15),
but this is lower than average rates of 10% (5,500) for most of the past decade (2004-2010),
and especially during 2011-2013 when self-employment rates in Hart were over 15% (nearly
10,000). The Hart self-employment rate remains lower than local and national comparators but
may still be rebalancing to 2004-2010 levels.

7
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Employment projections vary between 410 and 1,280 new workplace jobs per annum10 across
the functional economic area.
Implication: Hart’s growth generally continues to outpace the nation but there are signs that
since the recession its performance has been falling back more in line with local and national
levels. Levels of self-employment have declined, and this may merit further investigation.
HIGHLY SKILLED RESIDENTS AND A WELL QUALIFIED WORKFORCE
A constant feature of Hart’s occupational profile is the relatively large number of people
employed in professional occupations (13,700 in 2014, 28% of total employment) and
associate professional and technical occupations (11,300, or 23% of total employment). There
are 5,500 residents employed as managers and directors, although this was as high as 8,000
in 2012. Hart has relatively high proportions of the working age population with higher level
qualifications: 37% hold a degree or above, and 48% hold NVQ level four or above. This
compares with national averages of 27% and 35% respectively. With low numbers of residents
receiving jobseekers’ allowance (300 in 2015) and a reducing number of NEETS (those not in
education, employment or training) the bigger challenge is likely to be the incidence of
hard to fill vacancies and skills shortages. Of the total number of vacancies in the Hampshire
and Enterprise M3 areas in 2013, between 32% and 35% are considered ‘hard to fill’ by
employers. Similarly, 26% to 30% of vacancies are due to skills shortages.
Implication: The skilled workers of Hart are highly competitive and productive resulting in a
highly performing economy. It is in Hart’s interest for employers to continue to attract, recruit
and retain highly skilled and motivated teams able to adapt to changing circumstances.
A DYNAMIC BUSINESS BASE
UNDERSTANDING BUSINESS DYNAMICS
A total of 4,505 businesses are registered in Hart (2014), some 91% of which are microbusinesses employing fewer than ten people. There are 70 businesses that employ 50 or more
people (2% of registered businesses). Approximately 20 of these employ more than 250
people, constituting 0.2% of all enterprises, yet 38% of workplace employment and 60% of
turnover. Similarly, businesses employing 50 to 249 people account for 0.6% of all enterprises
but 12% of workplace employment and 12% of turnover. These two size bands clearly have
great significance, accounting for 72% of business turnover despite comprising less than
1% of the business population (See Figure 3).

10

SQW (2011) Hampshire Economic Assessment; Wessex Economics (2014) Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath
Strategic Housing Market Assessment
8
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Figure 3: Impact of medium and large businesses in Hart
% of Hart businesses

% of Hart employment

% of Hart turnover

38%
0.6%
0.2%

60%

12%
12%

Medium Businesses (50-249 employees)

Large Businesses (250+ employees)

Source: Business Population Estimates, ONS

A review of the top 100 employers in Hampshire finds that the District is home to head office
and regional HQ functions for several large firms including Serco, Virgin Media and
Surface Technology International. The public sector mainly consists of local government
offices, as well as strategic Ministry of Defence sites and local educational institutions. RAF
Odiham, a front line support helicopter base, is located in Hart. It has a population of about
2,000 including 100 civilians. Retail and entertainment employers, including national chains,
are also important for the District such as Waitrose, Sainsbury’s and M&S Simply Food as well
as comparison retailers like Boots and Next.
Hart’s business premises are worth approximately £72m per year in rateable values11
(2010 values). This is significant given the Government’s signals on the retention of business
rates by local authorities. District Council records indicate aggregate rateable values of £41m
for 962 of the largest businesses. Service industries have the highest rateable values, including
hospitality (20% of business rate income) and retail (17%) followed by professional and
business services (11%) and IT and telecommunications (10%). For the same group of 962
larger businesses, two-fifths (40%) of the rateable value is recorded for businesses in Fleet,
with 16% in Hook, 11% in Blackwater, 9% in Yateley, 5% in Hartley Wintney and 4% in Church
Crookham.
In addition to the 4,505 registered businesses, based on regional statistics there could be a
further 6,212 unregistered businesses. This could mean a total base of 10,717 businesses.
Based on Council records for approximately 2,500 of these, 38% are home-based while 62%
operate from commercial premises.
Implication: There are 4,505 registered businesses generating considerable rateable value and
thousands of unregistered businesses that may represent untapped potential. There are some
major employers of national significance and some business headquarters. Medium and large
employers account for 72% of business turnover despite constituting only 1% of the business

11

This is almost nine times the council’s annual budget requirement for 2014/2015 (£8.376m).
9
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base. It makes sense to engage both with small firms with potential and with these larger
employers.
EMPLOYMENT BASE AND HART PRIORITY SECTORS
A total of 40,000 people (2013) are employed at workplaces with some 91% in the private
sector and 9% the public sector. Location quotient analysis reveals there are six broad sectors
with relatively high concentrations of employees compared with the England average (Table
1). It could be described as a resilient and competitive economy.
Table 1: Hart employment in key industries according to location quotient (LQ), 2012
Sectors

Employment

% of employment

LQ

1. Telecommunications

2,300

6%

7.5

2. Computer programming and services

2,100

5%

2.4

Computer consultancy

1,400

3%

3.0

Computer programming

500

1%

2.3

Other IT and computer services

200

1%

1.2

3. Data processing and hosting

1,100

3%

15.1

4. Management consultancy

1,000

3%

1.7

5. Manufacture of specialist electronics

900

2%

4.6

Manufacture of communication equipment

500

1%

17.0

Manufacture of testing instruments

300

1%

3.5

Manufacture of electronic components

100

0.1%

1.4

5,300

13%

1.9

900

2%

2.0

Restaurants and mobile food

1,300

3%

1.1

Event catering

2,100

5%

5.8

1,000

3%

1.4

12,600

32%

6. Hospitality
Hotels and similar accommodation

Beverage serving
Total - Key sectors

Source: Business Register & Employment Survey (BRES), ONS

The six sectors in Table 1 account for 32% of the employment base, with the potential to be
larger if supply chains in the District are included. Their characteristics are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

Telecommunications employs 2,300 people, 6% of total employment. It includes telephone
and internet access services and satellite tracking, transmitting and receiving stations. It
accounts for over one-fifth (22%) of telecommunications employment in the Enterprise
M3 area. It has been increasing recently, and 97% of jobs in this sector are full-time.
Computer programming and services employs 2,100 people, 5% of total employment, split
principally between consultancy, planning and designing of computer systems which integrate
hardware, software and communication technologies (1,400 employed; 3% of total) and writing,
modifying, testing and supporting software (500; 1%). 89% of jobs are full-time.
Data processing and hosting includes provision of hosting infrastructure, web hosting and
streaming services and data entry services. It employs 1,100 people, 3% of total employment.
This has been growing by about 50 jobs per year since 2009. Hart accounts for nearly half
(44%) of total Enterprise M3 employment in this sector. The proportion employed in Hart
is 15 times greater than the national average. Nearly all these jobs (96%) are full-time.

10
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4.

5.

6.

Management consultancy includes advice and guidance to organisations on corporate
strategy, business processes, public relations, financial planning and change management. It
remained relatively stable between 2009 and 2013, ranging from 900 employees to 1,100.
Three-quarters (74%) of these jobs are full-time. The separate but related sector of head office
activities has been more variable, employing 300 in 2013 compared with 1,000 in 2009.
Manufacturing of specialist electronics employs 900 people, 2% of total employment, and
represents 16% of total Enterprise M3 employment for this sector. Nearly all these jobs
(96%) are full-time. A total of 300 work in the manufacture of instruments for measuring, testing
and navigation, and this has remained relatively stable over the past five years. In contrast, the
500 jobs in telephone equipment manufacturing did not exist before 2013.
Hospitality is different to the other key industries, not least in that it accounts for a relatively
high proportion of employment; 5,300 people or 13% of total jobs. Hotel and catering
employment is nearly double the England average (LQ=1.9) and Enterprise M3 area average
(LQ=1.8). While employment in hotels has remained relatively stable at between 600 and 900
jobs over the past five years, food and drink related jobs have doubled from 2,200 in 2009
to 4,400 in 2013 driven largely by the growth of catering services. It is not clear why there
is such as large number of catering services jobs. It is possible residents are travelling outside
the borough to nearby facilities (for example there is a Brakes Logistics site close to Fleet in
Farnborough) The hotels and catering sector is clearly important, yet the proportion of full time
jobs is relatively low at 35%.

The six identified sectors are consistent with research consultancy SQW’s 2011 analysis of the
Hart local economy12 which also found that the District has relative strengths in computer
services, telecommunications and hospitality. They also align with several of the knowledge
based industries and niche sectors identified as strengths by Enterprise M3, including ICT
(computing, cyber-security), and professional and business services.
Implication: Hart has concentrations of activity significant at the LEP and national level with
niches in telecommunications, data processing and specialist electronics and a fast growing
hospitality sector and strengths in professional services. These closely match the LEP’s aspirations.
AN ENTERPRISING PLACE: A HART SUCCESS STORY
Hart is performing above average (compared with county, region and England) on three
basic measures of enterprise, and has done so over the past decade:




Business births per year - higher than average (11 new businesses were created for
every 1,000 working age residents in 2013).
Business deaths per year - lower than average (85 businesses closed for every 1,000
active businesses in 2013).
Survival rates - higher than average rate of new businesses surviving one year or more
(96% of businesses created in 2011 survived for at least one year, and 83% survived for
at least two years).

While the proportions of businesses surviving for up to three years are relatively high, the
proportion surviving for five years (45% for the 2008 new business cohort) is the same as the
Hampshire average. Survival rates have remained relatively stable between 2009 and 2013,
whereas the rates for England, the south east and Hampshire fell considerably in 2010 and
12

SQW (2011) Hart District Profile, http://www.hart.gov.uk/Evidence-base
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2011. Further evidence from multiple sources at the national, LEP and county level on the
improving state of the UK economy in 2015 suggests that enterprise in Hart may be even more
positive than reported here and business confidence is increasing.
Implications: Hart has above average performance on enterprise, showing some resilience
through difficult years. Support for new enterprise formation and growth is likely to pay
dividends. The District may wish to consider how longer term survival rates could be improved.
WHAT BUSINESSES ARE TELLING US 13
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Figure 4: Turnover
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Businesses
are
feeling optimistic
with over three
quarters
(76%)
predicting
turnover growth,
up 13% on last
year.
This
is
reflected in the fact
that
58%
of
businesses are not
working to full
capacity. 18% of
businesses
think
Hart is an excellent
place
to
do
business in, 47%
think it’s good,
28% fair and 7%
poor.

149 business were consulted via a telephone survey of 50 companies in April 2015, an on-line
survey in summer 2014 (54 businesses) and 45 firms attending a business event (2014).
13
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Figure 5: Change in company floor space requirement in the next 10 years

Source: Hart Business
Survey 2014 (n=78
responses, n=54 online, 24
telephone)
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One in four businesses surveyed were home based and many are located in rural or village
locations. Three in ten business rated the quality of their sites and premises as excellent and
similar proportions as good (32%), but 29% claimed they were only adequate and nearly one
in ten (9%) said they were poor. Many businesses are planning significant (27%) or modest
(28%) change over the next decade (see Figure 5).
Businesses were asked where the Council should focus its efforts. The five most important
concerns were filling empty retail units and supporting high streets (scoring highly at 72%),
reducing red tape/paperwork (63%), improving road networks (64%), encouraging investment
into the area (61%) and filling empty office space (54%). The top four future business
investment priorities are marketing (61%), new products/services (57%); skills
development (46%), and accessing new markets (41%). The charts show nearly one in five
business (19%) have international markets and some are highly dependent on airports.
Figures 6 and 7: Internationalisation

Market sectors
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Source: Hart Business Survey 2014/2015 (n=101)
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Figure 8: Preferred business growth services
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The top seven business growth services are listed in Figure 8. Just over a third of businesses
(36%) consulted would like to hear more about business support.
In terms of skills, recruitment and employment, 60% of businesses anticipate increasing their
workforce over the next two years. This is against a backdrop of recognised skill shortages.
Some 20% of respondents report a shortage in technical and engineering disciplines, with 12%
reporting similar shortages of specialist IT skills. The ability to recruit and retain young people
may be affected by the level of work readiness among school, college and university leavers.
Employers consider 35% of university graduates are either ‘very’ or ‘quite’ prepared for the
world of work, against only a quarter of college leavers and 10% of school leavers.
Implication: Businesses are optimistic about growth, many have the capacity to grow and will
prioritise investment in finding new markets, products and services and skills. There is scope for
investment in sites and premises. There is a mismatch between the anticipated growth in
employees and the lack of work readiness amongst young people. Given local industrial
concentrations it is not surprising there is a shortage of technical and specialist IT skills.
THE DISTRICT’S RURAL BUSINESS PRIORITIES
Figure 9, taken from the LEADER business survey,14 shows that rural businesses are highly
reliant on local and regional markets, with 29% of respondents relying on business within
their local village or town. Given the proximity to London it is perhaps surprising that so few
rural businesses seem to be exploiting this market.

In July 2014, the Loddon and Test Local Action Group received 300 responses to a survey of rural
business needs, including 76 respondents based in Hart.
14

14
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Figure 9: Key markets for goods and services

The main advantages of trading from a rural location by some distance were the space and
scenic environment and the fact that it was traffic free and offering better quality of life
(71% of respondents). The biggest disadvantages were poor public transport provision
(30%) and road links (28%), broadband connections and mobile phone coverage (23%)
and low volumes of passing trade due to lack of visibility (21%). In terms of superfast
broadband, 37% of businesses will require better speeds or provision in the future and 12%
claim current speeds or provision are poor and adversely affecting their businesses. Almost
half of rural businesses (49%) currently require better superfast broadband or will do in
the future.
Most of the businesses surveyed exhibited ‘self-reliance’ in selling goods and services directly
from their own premises or website (62% both). This highlights the significance of online
marketing and sales. Over the next 12 months 36% of rural business are expecting to increase
turnover and 58% expect it to stay the same. This is in stark contrast to the District wide survey
where 22% predict no change and 76% expect growth. There is a time difference of some eight
months between the surveys but even so, rural businesses are 40% less likely to predict
growth than businesses District-wide. The biggest barrier to growth was fewer
customers/customers spending less (14%).
There is an appetite for external funding for expansion (43% of businesses) with 29% and 25%
of respondents interested in capital and revenue support respectively. Interestingly 11% of
rural businesses were seeking support to export (especially manufacturing businesses). Just
under half (43%) were not interested in government funding.
Implication: The rural business survey results are illuminating. They show a heavy reliance on
local markets and while many use the internet for sales and marketing, they are not all confident
that this will keep pace with their growth aspirations. Rural businesses are much less optimistic
about growth than the District as a whole.
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A DESIRABLE BUSINESS LOCATION
TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY
There are significantly more employed residents (48,800 people) than workplace jobs (40,000
people) in Hart which means that net out-commuting from the District amounts to 8,800
residents in 2013 (down from a high of 13,300 in 2001). The highest numbers of incommuters (20%) come from Rushmoor (3,238), Basingstoke and Deane (2,894) and Surrey
Heath (1,245). Far more people commute into the District (18,600) than travel from Hart to
London for work (4,300 or 9% of Hart working residents). The vast majority of in-commuters
drive a car or van (82%) and 5% are passengers; 4% take the train and 2% take the bus to work.
Map 1 illustrates where these people commute from.
Map 1: Place of Residence for People Working in Hart
Inner London
West Berkshire

Outer London

704

Other
Hampshire
Boroughs

Other Surrey
Boroughs

Source: Census 2011, ONS
Map: OpenStreetMap contributors; CartoDB attribution

A total of 18,104 people both live and work in Hart, 37% of the resident working population,
while 26,477 people or 55% of residents commute outside the District. The primary working
destinations (21%) are to the east and west of the District in Rushmoor (4,675 out-commuters),
Surrey Heath (2,972) and Basingstoke and Deane (2,457). Four-fifths of out-commuters drive
a car or van and 3% are passengers; 11% take the train and 1% the bus to work outside Hart.
Map 2 shows where Hart residents commute to.
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Map 2: Place of Work for People Living in Hart
Inner London
West Berkshire

Outer London
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Other
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Source: Census 2011, ONS
Map: OpenStreetMap contributors; CartoDB attribution

Hart has four rail stations. Fleet, Winchfield and Hook are all operated by South West Trains
on the London line, while Blackwater station is operated by First Great Western on the Reading
to Gatwick line. Mainline rail journeys between Hart and London take up to one hour
though there are capacity constraints on the service at peak times. For the three stations
on the London mainline, the flow of 7,846 entries and exits per day in 2013/14 is slightly higher
than the 7,674 recorded in 2012/13 (recognising that travellers from Hart could be going to
any destination, not just London). Blackbushe Airport in the north of the District serves charter
executive travel and recreational purposes while neighbouring Farnborough Airport caters for
a larger scale business aviation market. Heathrow Airport is just over 30 minutes away by
road, while it takes about 45 minutes to get to Southampton Airport and about one hour
to get to Gatwick Airport by road.
Implication: The very heavy reliance on car based commuting, even though it is often only to
neighbouring districts, is a concern. Despite good connections to London the overall numbers
using the train seem modest and the numbers using the bus are exceptionally low. Links to
neighbouring boroughs are quite important in terms of the flows of commuters.
QUALITY OF LIFE
“Hart tops the Halifax quality of life survey for the fourth successive year. This is a remarkable
achievement given the stiff competition. The leafy Hampshire District scores highly on several indicators
such as: health, life expectancy, employment, average earnings, school results, and even the weather.
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Importantly adults rated themselves highly in a recent ONS personal well-being survey; they are
satisfied, happy, believe what they do in life is worthwhile”. Halifax (see Press Release).

A high quality of life is an important feature of a local economy and Hart already performs
very strongly according to UK surveys. Hart’s natural environment is recognised as a
considerable strength too. It has ecologically important sites such as the Thames Basin
Heaths Special Protection Area (SPA), three Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) and Country Parks.
Hart had the lowest rank out of 326 UK local authorities on the Index of Multiple
Deprivation for 2010, making it the least deprived area according to income, employment,
health, education, housing, crime and environment domains. More recent profiling finds Hart
performs very well compared with other UK districts, particularly on health (top 1%), prosperity
and incomes15 (top 10%) and low crime (top 15%). Hart performs less well on cultural and
leisure amenities (bottom 20%) and housing and affordability (bottom 40%). Natural
environment, transport and connectivity are given middle rankings in the study.16
One of the biggest factors affecting quality of life in Hart is house prices. The 2014 Halifax
Quality of Life Survey identified that the cost of living in Hart is much higher than in many
other parts of the UK with an “average house price that is 7.4 times the average annual pre-tax
local income, compared to a national average of 6.2”. The pricing and demand for housing is
directly related to supply and Hart faces a challenge, like many other neighbouring areas, in
managing this balance. The Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA December 2014) estimates that 370 additional houses are required in
Hart each year to address population growth, which represents a net increase in the Hart
housing stock of 7,400 homes by 2031. The council will need to deliver of an appropriate mix
of housing.
Implication: Hart’s quality of life ranks among the best in the UK. It has low deprivation and a
rich natural environment. But house prices are high and population growth is a challenge for the
future and action will need to be taken to maintain a five year supply of housing.
EMPLOYMENT LOCATIONS IN HART
The Draft Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath Joint Employment Land Review (June 2015)
highlights several proposed sites including Hartland Park (logistics), a specialised data-centre
site at Cody Park, and HQ office space at Bartley Wood in Hook. There are two distinct tiers
to the office market: modern Grade A stock at prominent, accessible business parks, where
there is strong demand and decreasing supply (for instance Waterfront Business Park close
to Fleet Railway station); and lower grade stock for which there is limited demand and a large
supply (e.g. to the north of Fleet town centre). Over-supply of lower grade office
accommodation with low rents makes refurbishment unviable, prolonging vacancy periods.
The industrial market was relatively stable throughout the economic downturn with
transactions remaining strong since 2011, and high occupancy levels. There is strong
demand for small flexible business or light industrial premises to support rural enterprises and

15
16

In recent years Hart average earnings have consistently been above others locally and nationally.
Local Futures (April 2013) An Economic, Social and Environmental Summary Profile of Hart
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SMEs17. According to the latest Commercial Property Market Study, in 2013 Hart had a
relatively high but decreasing office vacancy rate (35%) and industrial vacancy rate (18%)
compared with other Enterprise M3 Districts. These rates compare to national planning norm
vacancy rates of 5% to 10%. As noted in the land review, “in terms of rental levels, the
Blackwater Valley is generally a cheaper location than Guildford. Rental levels are also slightly
cheaper than Reading and Guildford, but generally higher than Woking and Basingstoke.”
FUTURE LAND AND PREMISES REQUIREMENTS
Some 65.2 hectares of employment land is available for development in Hart, two-thirds
(66%) of the available land across Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath. Of this total, 47.5 hectares
is provided by the Hartland Park logistics site, where infrastructure works have commenced.
One challenge for the economic strategy and local plan will be to accommodate the
requirements of priority sectors against the potential competing interests of logistics. The
land review concludes that “there is sufficient supply of land to meet the forecast growth needs
of the office sector in the FEA (functional economic area) up until 2032.” Given the large number
of micro firms in the District, flexible grow-on space with business support and administrative
services might be an attractive proposition. The review notes:
“Significant number of converted agricultural buildings form an important element of supply for local
firms. Despite the predominance of larger floorspace offices…the role smaller scale serviced offices play is
important. The variety of small, serviced and unserviced, office suites available at various locations are
meeting an identified market need….more high-quality ‘starter’ office units would be a positive addition.”

Head office functions and client-facing professional service businesses will continue to
demand premium office space, such as environments supporting flexible working with central
eating and meeting places, conferencing and green spaces. ICT companies may require secure
on-site data centres. The data centre at Cody Park offers tailored sites with large, secure and
temperature controlled spaces. Specialist manufacturing and engineering facilities will require
a range of floorplates suitable for research and development activity, as well as good
motorway access, airports and proximity to universities and research centres. Hotel facilities
may require large-scale sites with a premium on good access, road links and proximity to
employment sites. Food and drink requirements vary across town centre developments,
bespoke rural sites and out-of-town retail centres.
Implication: Hart will experience a squeeze on high quality office space for medium sized firms
and there is a need for premises for small firms and micros. Priority sectors such as ICT will have
very specific demands. For small and micro enterprises agricultural diversification, smaller office
suites and start-units should be a priority.
TOWN AND VILLAGE CENTRES

Vibrant town and village centres are pivotal to the success of the local economy.
Knight Frank (2013) note that a ‘do nothing’ scenario is not viable in Fleet and would
result in a further decline in its retail offer and ranking. Relatively affluent residents
Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath Joint Employment Land Review, Consultation Draft, March 2015,
http://www.hart.gov.uk/Evidence-base
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enjoy close proximity to several significantly stronger centres, offering either a very
attractive town centre environment (e.g. Farnham) or wider range of stores (e.g.
Basingstoke and Guildford). The council is keen to work with Fleet Future, InOdiham
and the parish councils/villages in Hook, Eversley, Mattersley, and Hartley Wintney on
clearly evidenced measures to boost vitality and maintain the attractiveness of the
District’s towns and villages.
Implication: Action is needed to enhance the viability and competitiveness of Fleet and other
local centres.
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CHAPTER FOUR: HART SWOT
DISTRICT STRENGTHS

Looking at the baseline evidence and listening to key stakeholders and
businesses, Hart has many assets which make it a great place to live, work
and do business. It is well known for its exceptional quality of life.
The District has a low crime rate and a strong natural environment and ecologically important
sites. Businesses locate here for that reason. It is a nice place to be. Doing business is made
easier by excellent air, road and rail connections and for some local businesses access to the
airports is vital. With direct rail links to London, firms have access to one of the largest global
marketplaces.
There are some very attractive village high streets and a good retail offer within the District.
High average earnings and GVA per head mean local residents have considerable spending
power. High levels of prosperity are matched with some of the lowest UK levels of deprivation.
It is encouraging that the District performs well on key measures of enterprise, and local
businesses say there are many local business networks. Hart has a balanced economy with
public sector employment (including the MoD at RAF Odiham), some major employers and
headquarters including Virgin Media, and a good selection of niche sectors. These sectors fit
well with Enterprise M3’s priorities. Given its highly skilled and qualified workforce, Hart offers
a genuinely attractive business location.
DISTRICT WEAKNESSES
Whilst the District performs exceptionally well at a UK level it has witnessed a dip in
employment and economic activity, and self-employment levels are lower than could be
expected. The Council recognises that it can no longer take its competitive position for
granted. Unless the District takes action it is danger of coasting alongside its peers rather than
outperforming them, which it has done for many years.
Despite having some very high profile employers there is a lack of awareness of their growth
aspirations and, arguably, scope for a better understanding of their requirements. The District
is currently missing out on assistance that is available to support business growth.
The cost of housing inhibits growth and predicted rises in population and housing supply will
cause a challenge in a District that is renowned for its quality of life. There is evidence that
some of Hart’s office stock is not fit for purpose, with a lack of smaller flexible units in particular.
It is recognised that the cultural offer is not reaching its full potential and there is a desire to
ensure that town and village centres retain their vitality and distinctiveness. The retail market
in Fleet and smaller centres struggles to compete with neighbouring districts for high-end
comparison goods and shopping experience.
Hart’s heavy reliance on car based commuting and lack of public transport use is not a
sustainable option for a District that prides itself on its high quality of life.
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DISTRICT OPPORTUNITIES
Hart’s strongly performing economy brings many economic opportunities that, as yet, are
largely under exploited. There is scope to enhance the District’s sites and premises offer to
encourage more grow-on units for the District’s many unregistered businesses or home
workers looking to move to the next step. The statistics show that enterprise survival rates are
good and investment in new business growth makes economic sense. As businesses are
showing signs of confidence and growth in both employment and premises, the Council could
take a more active interest in retaining them and supporting their aspirations, promoting
strategic sites and securing investment in high tech industries via Enterprise M3.
RAF Odiham operates three support helicopter squadrons and one Army Air Corps Lynx
squadron and has considerable logistics and operational roles. The Base has been given
the `Freedom of the Borough’ by the Borough of Basingstoke and has strong relationships
with the local community. But the links with Hart could be enhanced, given the scale of
operations occurring on the District’s doorstep.
The District could do more to promote its ‘destinations’ more actively through high street
events and activities and enriching the retail offer. The proximity to so many global markets
through London and the strategic transport network represents an untapped opportunity for
some businesses, notably in rural areas. Many business consulted seem open to some form of
support to identify new markets. Given local employers are expanding, the promotion of local
opportunities for young people might help to stem the tide of in-commuters.
DISTRICT THREATS
With an ageing population and high predicted dependency ratio, the District could do with
making the most of experienced workers and ensuring local young people are able to take up
local opportunities. Employers will continue to recruit from outside the District where they are
experiencing skills shortages and are in danger of relocating unless they can fulfil their labour
market requirements. Without major local further and higher education provision, the District’s
employers and learners are heavily reliant on training provision in neighbouring boroughs.
While the 65+ age group is taking an increasingly active economic role, the 16-19 age group
risks becoming more detached economically (despite decreasing numbers of NEETs).
There is a danger of the local economy ‘coasting’ unless the District can support the business
growth aspirations of fledgling and existing firms. Without action on sites and premises there
is a danger the gulf between the two tiers of the office market will widen, retail expenditure
will continue to leak out of the District and there will be insufficient land to meet the
requirements of priority sectors. Without investment in superfast broadband some employers
will suffer considerably. There is a danger that the rural economy will not be able to support
its continued growth without this investment, improved public transport and/or advice on how
to exploit new markets.
A summary of the SWOT analysis appears overleaf.
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CHAPTER FIVE: STRATEGIC ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES

The following objectives are designed to maintain the competitive and
entrepreneurial economy and quality of place that make the District such
a desirable location for businesses, residents and visitors. The Council will
work with stakeholders on its three principal economic priorities:
1. Dynamic Business Base
2. Competitive Advantage
3. Desirable Business Location
A description of each aim, its rationale and key actions follows, with the principal challenge for
the Council and its partners considered at the beginning of each section. Further details on
each of the proposed actions are provided in the accompanying Action Plan. The actions are
designed to tackle those areas where action on economic development is feasible and the
rewards most significant.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE ONE: DYNAMIC BUSINESS BASE
The rationale is that business dynamism is fundamental to the success of the local economy.
Hart has some successful and very influential global companies. It also has many vibrant micro
and small businesses and home-based and pre-incorporated businesses. These smaller firms are
often the lifeblood of Hart’s rural economy. More can be done to exploit Hart’s rural potential
and make the most of forthcoming rural economic development measures. The mission for this
strategic objective is simple; it is about business growth. These four aims will support local firms,
large and small, in their growth aspirations.
AIM 1: HART’S DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY PRIORITY SECTORS
The District’s priority sectors are significant at the LEP and national level with niches in
telecommunications, data processing and specialist electronics and a fast growing hospitality
sector and strengths in professional services. These closely match the LEP’s aspirations. But the
Council does not understand the growth aspirations of its most influential employers as well
as it might. The proposed actions for this aim therefore are:



Strategic business engagement with Hart’s top 20 influential technology companies.
Linking into Enterprise M3’s Sci:Tech growth agenda.

AIM 2: HART BUSINESS GROWTH PROGRAMME
The Council supports all businesses through its Hart for Business approach and the annual
Inspire Business Awards. But it needs some additional special measures to encourage small
and micro business growth. One in nine businesses (91%) within the District are micro firms
employing fewer than ten people. This vital 91% of new and growing small businesses will fuel
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job future growth. Furthermore, with more than 6,000 unregistered and 2,500 home businesses
in the District, this represents an untapped resource. The proposed actions for this aim are:





A package of locally delivered, tailored support to help small and micro businesses to
grow and prosper. It will include networking, training and signposting.
Step-up to a sustainable start-up. Exploiting the untapped potential of home,
unregistered and pre-incorporated business through pre-start support such as
incorporation services to services for those moving out of the home, taking on staff or
premises for example.
Continued support for Hart for Business, prestigious Inspire Businesses Awards and
local business networks.

AIM 3: EXPLOITING RURAL ECONOMIC POTENTIAL
The business survey shows that many of Hart’s businesses prefer to be located in rural areas
and as a result there are a number of dynamic rural settlements. This rural identity is attractive
to many residents and local business. However the LEADER rural business survey shows that
Hart businesses rely heavily on local markets and the internet for sales and marketing. Rural
businesses are much less optimistic about growth than businesses in the District as a whole.
The District will make a more determined effort to support innovation and market
development, new enterprise growth and rural tourism and farm diversification.
The proposed actions for this aim are:




Support for micro and small enterprises and farm diversification.
Support for rural tourism, culture and heritage.
Support for increasing farm productivity/diversification.

AIM 4: HART GROWTH HUB
The Council is keen to optimise available business support measures. The recent award of the
Enterprise M3 Growth Hub contract to BE group provides an ideal opportunity for Hart to offer
the hub a local location within the civic offices or other suitable premises. The proposed actions
for this aim are:



To explore the feasibility of Hart to become a local growth hub satellite for Enterprise
M3.
To open up available business support to local firms including export support, business
growth advice and access to finance (grants and loans).
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE TWO: COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
The rationale for this strategic objective is that ‘people matter’. The skills of residents and workers
also contribute to Hart’s exceptional economic profile and competitive advantage. But the District
does not want to be complacent. It wants to maintain its highly skilled and well qualified
workforce and the Council is acutely aware the District needs to create more opportunities for
young people as its population continues to age.
AIM 1: A HIGHLY SKILLED AND WELL QUALIFIED WORKFORCE
These measures are designed to achieve two objectives: to help employers in the area meet
their skills and training requirements and to use the opportunities presented by new
developments to improve local employment and training. Without the first, employers will
continue to recruit from outside the District when they are experiencing skills shortages, and
will be in danger of relocating unless they can fulfil their labour market requirements. The
second objective is designed to maximise the benefits of development for local people, raising
skill levels and increasing employability among key residents. The proposed actions for this
aim are:



The introduction of Employment and Skills Plans (ESP) for major developments in the
District (Hart is one of only three councils in Hampshire that does not have ESPs).
Ensure businesses with training and skills requirements can source appropriate
solutions through the Skills for Business element of the Enterprise M3 Growth Hub.

AIM 2: WORK AND VOLUNTEER IN HART
Although the number of jobseekers is low and economic activity rates are high, the Council is
aware its population is ageing and relative performance is dipping or at best coasting. This
could lead to labour market shortages or further in-commuting unless more job entrants are
attracted. Volunteers can bring a business new skills and talent, bringing fresh ideas and
business innovation. The proposed actions for this aim are:


To develop and facilitate links between Hart Voluntary Action and local businesses.



To support jobless individuals and signpost/support local employment initiatives.

AIM 3: EMPLOYMENT TRANSITIONS FOR EX-MILITARY PERSONNEL AND FAMILIES
Military connections are important to the District with the presence of RAF Odiham, a front
line support helicopter base. More could be done to capitalise on its presence and deepen
military connections. Several districts18 in the Enterprise M3 area have military connections and
would be well placed to take part in a joint programme focusing on career transition support.
The proposed action for this aim is as follows:

18

There is an Army resettlement centre in Aldershot.
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Employment transitions for ex-military personnel and families with Surrey Heath (lead)
and Rushmoor.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE THREE: DESIRABLE BUSINESS LOCATION
Rationale: Hart’s sense of place is important. While preserving the District’s distinctive identity,
its thriving businesses need space to grow and connections need to improve. Hart’s natural assets
make it an attractive place to be but the Council wants its centres to thrive and become
destinations of choice for visitors.
AIM 1: SPACE FOR GROWTH
Hart needs to able to offer sufficient high quality office space for medium sized and large
enterprises and meet the very specific demands of priority sectors such as ICT. For small and
micro enterprises agricultural diversification, smaller office suites and start-units should be a
priority. The proposed actions for this aim are:




Ensuring the District has a strong portfolio of premises from priority strategic sites to
micro opportunities.
The development of commercial property search, intelligence and availability services.
Undertaking a series of measures to make the market more attractive.

AIM 2: A CONNECTED PLACE
Continued investment in broadband will stimulate further productivity growth. This is
especially the case in rural areas where half the businesses consulted (49%) currently require
better superfast broadband or will do in the future. The Council wants to ensure that
investment in the skills and capabilities of residents and businesses will allow them to exploit
IT capabilities. The District is very reliant on the car and rural businesses claim poor public
transport provision is one of the main disadvantages of living in rural Hart. The proposed
actions for this aim are:



Broadband investment. Continuing to improve digital connectivity (broadband) for
businesses throughout the District, with a focus on rural businesses.
Transport investment. The council will lobby for enhancements to the strategic
transport network.

AIM 3: A CREATIVE AND VIBRANT PLACE
Two of the top scoring concerns in the Hart Business Survey were filling empty retail units and
supporting high streets. Strengthening the vibrancy of town and village centres is a key priority
for the District. The Council and its partners will promote its ‘destinations’ more actively
through high street events and activities and enrich the District’s retail and cultural offer. This
will build on the experience of Fleet and Odiham. The proposed actions for this aim are:


Maintaining the competitiveness and viability of town and village centres, working with
local communities to boost economic vitality.
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Enhancement of the natural environment (including the development of visitor
attractions through SANGS - Alternative Natural Green Space).
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ANNEX ONE: CONSULTEES

Jennifer Atherton
Ray Bryant
David Fletcher
Kathy Slack
Sally Thompson
Anne Dawson
Lisa Clunie
Ollie Rastell
Emma Higgins
Steve Barrett
Neil Hockley
Gareth Jones
Anne Harrison

Economic Development Officer
Principal Planning Policy Officer
Assistant Director of Economic
Development
Director
CEO
Business Support Manager
Proprietor
Director
Proprietor
Associate Partner
Partner
Proprietor
Economic Development Team
(Town Centre Vitality)

Hart District Council
Hart District Council
Hampshire County
Council
Enterprise M3
Business South Limited
Southern Entrepreneurs
Thrive Studios
Source Supplies Ltd
Newlyns Farm Shop
Hurst Warne
Hollis Hockley
Odiham Cake Company
Hampshire County
Council
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